
LISABONA, PORTUGALIA  

 
Charming Lisbon & Wine Tasting  
 

This half-day tour takes you on a panoramic ride through Lisbon's city center, passing the 
Marquis of Pombal Square with its imposing statue celebrating the man responsible for the 
massive reconstruction of Lisbon after the earthquake of 1755. Next, cross the mile-long Liberty 
Avenue—a location of international renown due to its high-end shops. At Rossio Square you�...  
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Approximately 3½ hours  

   

 
Classic Lisbon by Private Trolley  
 

Enjoy this unforgettable experience as you see Lisbon's landmarks, with a twist. Departing from 
the pier by motor coach, you’ll drive to the Estrela Quarter where an exclusive-to-Seabourn 
antique trolley will be waiting for you to board. You’re off on a panoramic ride through Lisbon, 
sampling Port wine and being serenaded by a Portuguese guitar ...  
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Approximately 4 hours  

   

 
History, Fado & Food  
 

Built on the hills bathed by the Tagus, and overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, Lisbon is a 
fascinating mosaic of memories, stories and influences that still mark the urban landscape of 
this unique city. The various events that make up its history and some of its protagonists are 
now presented at Lisboa Story Center, where all who visit the Portuguese capital are invited to 
make a trip back ...  
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Approximately 4 hours  

   

 
Lisbon Highlights with Airport Transfer  
 

A panoramic drive gives you a chance to enjoy Lisbon's highlights. Watch for Avenida da 
Liberdade, with its mosaic-lined sidewalks, Black Horse Square and the Park Edward VII 
viewpoint with a magnificent view of the city. You will visit Jeronimos Monastery, a 16th-
century architectural masterpiece designed in Gothic-Manueline style and built to 
commemorate the discoveries o...  
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Approximately 4 hours  

   

 
Lisbon, Queluz Palace & Sintra  
 

UNESCO World Heritage Site 

The Cultural Landscape of Sintra was inscribed in 1995. In the 19th century Sintra was the 
center of European Romantic architecture. Ferdinand II turned a ruined monastery into a castle, 
using Gothic, Egyptian, Moorish and Renaissance elements and created a park blending local 
and exotic species of trees. Other fine dwellings, parks and garde...  
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Approximately 7½ hours  

   

 

 
Miraculous Fatima  
 

http://www.seabourn.com/luxury-cruise-destinations/ExcursionDetails.action?excursionCode=100054785&portCode=LIS&destCode=EM&requestSource=shoreExcursions
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http://www.seabourn.com/main/ShorexEmail.action?emailType=SHOREEXCURSION&portCode=LIS&excursionCode=100033853


The town of Fatima is presently one of the main centers of Catholic faith and world pilgrimage. 
It is famous for the shrine called the Basilica of Our Lady of the Rosary, built to commemorate 
the events of 1917 when three peasant children claimed to have seen the Virgin Mary. During 
most of the year, the shrine is a quiet and peaceful place, visited by locals and a few hundred 
pil...  
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Approximately 7½ hours  

   

 
Private Car - Full Day  
 

Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your 
service. This exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore 
and discover the most interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With 
your private vehicle, and the personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, 
you will have the fle...  
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Approximately 8 hours - Price is per vehicle, not per person. See additional NOTES  

   

 
Private Car - Half Day  
 

Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your 
service. This exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore 
and discover the most interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With 
your private vehicle, and the personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, 
you will have the fle...  
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Approximately 4 hours - Price is per vehicle, not per person. See additional NOTES  
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Private Minivan - Full Day  
 

Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your 
service. This exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore 
and discover the most interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With 
your private vehicle, and the personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, 
you will have the fle...  
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Approximately 8 hours - Price is per vehicle, not per person. See additional NOTES  

   

 
Private Minivan - Half Day  
 

Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your 
service. This exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore 
and discover the most interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With 
your private vehicle, and the personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, 
you will have the fle...  
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Approximately 4 hours - Price is per vehicle, not per person. See additional NOTES  

   

 
Sintra & Cascais by 4WD  
 

This half-day adventure takes you outside the bustle of Lisbon in a 4x4 vehicle. The first stop is 
at Cascais—one of the most popular seaside resorts in Portugal. Continuing along the coastline, 
pass by Guincho's Beach, a favorite spot for surfers, including wind-surfers and kite-surfers. 
Pass by the charming Malveira da Serra located in the heart of Cascais-Sintra Natural Park<...  
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Approximately 4½ hours  

     

 


